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SET PAINTER:  JOB DESCRIPTION  
Profile 

The Set Painters are responsible for painting all wall and floor treatments.                                                   
Set Painters work for a few days once the set construction team is finished, and also paint once the set is 
on the stage. 

RESPONSIBILITIES 

• paints the flats and other set pieces according to the Set Designer's directions 

• paints the floor of the stage 

• repaints Firehall to "black" after the Strike 
 

SKILLS REQUIRED 

• knowledge of painting techniques and finishes used for theatre 
• attention to detail 
• ability to work with others 

 

WORKS WITH: 

• Set Designer 

• Set Construction Team 
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Task Timeline 

The following checklists outline the specific tasks of the set painter during the various 
stages of the production. 
 
Done Task Resources in Handbook 

 - Set Painter Lead will assemble a team of painters after the production 
meeting according to the amount and complexity of painting that must 
be done. 

 

 - obtain elevations or detailed instructions from the set designer. Also 
examine the maquette* (see Glossary for definitions of terminology). 

 

 - determine paint and material needs and communicate the costs to the 
Producer. Get separate receipts for all purchases (no personal items 
mixed in). Submit receipts and itemized Expense Form to the Producer 
for reimbursement. Receipts cannot be reimbursed unless they are 
attached behind an itemized Expense Form. 

• Expense Form from 
Producer  

 - with the Set Construction Head, establish a painting schedule. Keep in 
mind drying time and rehearsal times when scheduling work. Call in 
painters. 

 

 - cover any holes, screws, etc., with tape and paint over (Do not fill screw 
heads as they must all be removed at end of show!) 

 

 - paint safety bumpers around stage and level changes black.  

 - complete all painting and painted finishes, including finishing floor after 
the Build, when you have the go-ahead from the Set Construction Head. 

 

 - keep all brushes, pans, sprayers, any other materials, and the paint area 
at 3rd Space clean. 

 

 - for Firehall productions, paint floor, pillars, etc. back to black (actually 
"Strong Espresso") after the Strike if they have been changed. 

 

 - label any remaining paint and dispose of anything (paint, old brushes, 
etc.) that can no longer be used. 

 


